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Abstract

The weather at sea has a huge effect on fishing operations. Whether the vessels have to go

back to port and wait out the storm, or ride the storm at sea, their behaviour will affect their

fuel consumption. Fuel consumption in fisheries is a major concern both in terms of operation

costs for the fishermen, and the associated environmental effects of greenhouse gas emissions.

Using panel data on individual landings and main harvesting areas in combination with climate

reanalysis data, this paper exploits the exogenous variation in weather at sea to study how wind

conditions affect fuel consumption cost in the Norwegian trawler fleet. An increase in mean

wind speed, or the number of days with wind above average, will increase fuel consumption per

unit of harvest. Specifically, the yearly cost of a 1% increase in wind speed would be 743,900

NOK in fuel cost, and the cost of additional carbon emissions would be 188,916 NOK. An in-

crease in the number of extreme days is surprisingly related to a reduction in fuel consumption,

without any corresponding reduction in harvesting.

JEL Classifications: Q22, Q4, Q54, C23.

Keywords: fuel consumption, fisheries, wind
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1 Introduction

Fuel consumption in commercial fisheries is a major concern both in terms of operating costs and

the associated environmental effects of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (Ziegler and Hornborg,

2014, Schau et al., 2009). The cost of fuel is among the most important variable costs in fisheries.

Depending on the vessel group, fuel cost can account for over 30% of catch value (Schau et al.,

2009). For the trawlers considered in this paper, fuel cost contributes to, on average, 15% of

operating costs. In 2011, global marine capture fisheries were estimated to have consumed 40

billion litres of fuel, which amounts to 179 million tonnes of CO2. On a global scale this is

approximately 4% of total emissions from fishery, agriculture and livestock. The fisheries’ share

of emissions in this sector varies between countries, depending on the countries’ reliance on

fisheries. In Iceland 80% of the emissions in domestic food production stems from fisheries, in

Norway this share is 38% (Parker et al., 2018).

A vessel’s energy use depends on its resistance in the water, and is increasing with wind speed

(Comer et al., 2017). It is predicted that climate change will lead to an increase in both mean

wind speed, and the frequency and intensity of extreme weather events (Eichelberger et al., 2008,

Sainsbury et al., 2018). Which in turn could increase fuel consumption, creating a self-fulfilling

spiral. A number of studies have looked at the relationship between weather conditions and the

risk fishermen face at sea (see e.g. Pfeiffer and Gratz (2016), Wu et al. (2005; 2009), Rezaee

et al. (2016), Finnis et al. (2019)). There has been little focus on how weather conditions affect

other aspects of the harvesting operation, such as fuel efficiency, defined as fuel consumption

per unit of harvest. In this paper I estimate the effect of wind conditions upon fuel efficiency

and cost in the Norwegian trawler fleet. To do this I use a uniquely constructed dataset and

two specifications of wind, daily wind speed bins and mean wind speed. The aim is to capture

the effect of both average, and extreme wind conditions. To the best of my knowledge, this is

the first paper to specifically study the effect of weather on fuel consumption in fisheries. I find

that an increase in mean wind speed, and the number of days with above average wind speed,

will increase fuel consumption per unit of harvest. However, there are a number of mechanisms

at play, and somewhat surprisingly an additional day with relatively extreme wind speed is

related to an improvement in fuel efficiency.

In addition to the direct effect of resistance in the water, wind conditions can affect fuel con-
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sumption through a number of other channels, creating some empirical challenges. For instance,

vessel speed is often considered the most important factor affecting fuel consumption, and fish-

ermen are known to adjust vessel speed to reduce fuel consumption when fuel prices are high

(Wilson, 1999, Asche and Roll, 2019, Curtis et al., 2006). For trawlers, harvesting requires a

minimum towing speed. The towing speed can range from 1 to 7 knots, but is usually between

3 and 5 knots (FAO, 2001). This range allows for a potential reduction in vessel speed to

increase the safety and comfort during rough weather, while continuing to harvest. Such beha-

viour could counteract the effect of increased resistance. If the weather becomes too extreme,

it may be impossible or too dangerous to continue active harvesting (Finnis et al., 2019). Large

trawlers are constructed to withstand the harsh weather conditions of the North Atlantic, and

may decide to wait out the storm at sea, using fuel to remain stable in the water. It is expected

that such behaviour leads to an increase in both fuel consumption and the number of days at

sea. If vessels decide to move away from the harsh weather, to another fishing location, this

will also affect fuel use. Moreover, increased wind speed may not always increase the vessels’

resistance in the water. If the vessels are moving downwind, increased wind speed could reduce

the vessels’ resistance. However, word of mouth, and guidance on vessel stability suggest that

a vessel faced with rough weather conditions will be more stable when moving upwind (AMSA,

2017). The study by Queirolo et al. (2012) find that captains in the Chilean crustacean fishery

often choose to navigate against the wind when wind speed exceeds 7.7 m/s.1

Moving upwind can also increase the spread of the trawl net, potentially reducing catch ef-

ficiency (Queirolo et al., 2012). In the context of trawl surveys estimating the biomass of

different species, a number of studies have found that wind conditions can influence trawl catch

efficiency. Directly through vessel motion and trawl geometry, and indirectly through target

species’ behaviour under different weather conditions (Queirolo et al., 2012, Stewart et al.,

2010, Weinberg and Kotwicki, 2008). For instance, Poulard and Trenkel (2007) find that sur-

vey conditions, such as weather, explain 11% of inter-annual variation in biomass estimates of

demersal fisheries. In general, increasing wind speed and wave height reduce the catch rates of

trawlers (see e.g. Stewart et al. (2010), Poulard and Trenkel (2007), Weinberg and Kotwicki

(2008), Wieland et al. (2011) for more details). However, Wieland et al. (2011) only find a

1Note that the vessels studied by Queirolo et al. (2012) are somewhat smaller than the vessels studied here.

Specifically, from 18 to 21 metre.
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significant relationship for sea depths less than 50m and when wind speed exceeds 11m/s. The

harvest volume of Norwegian trawlers is to a great extent fixed by quota regulations. This

implies that for given environmental conditions and trawl efficiency, fishermen will exert the

effort necessary to catch their quota. Despite some quota flexibility around new year it is expec-

ted that any effect of wind conditions upon trawl efficiency will manifest itself in effort rather

than harvesting volume. In addition, it is reasonable to assume that seasoned skippers and

crew are aware of the efficiency of the trawl and the behaviour of fish under different weather

conditions. Thus, they will adjust accordingly. To deal with the fact that the knowledge and

behaviour of fishermen is an important factor in explaining a vessel’s fuel consumption I will

use vessel fixed effects. Nevertheless, it is important to highlight that the estimated effect of

wind upon fuel consumption must be considered a total effect which includes the response of

the fishermen.

The rest of the paper is structured in the following manner, Section 2 discusses the relevant

literature. Section 3 presents the data and discusses the institutional framework. The em-

pirical methodology, and the results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses economic

implications of the results and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Literature Review

Much of the danger fishermen have exposed themselves to have been due to the regulatory

regime of fisheries. With open- or restricted access fisheries there have been a race to fish, and

fishermen have gone to sea in all kinds of weather, to harvest as much as possible before the

fishery closed. Looking at the US West Coast fisheries, Pfeiffer and Gratz (2016) study how the

introduction of individual harvesting quotas affected fishermen’s propensity to start a fishing

trip in rough weather. They find that the average annual rate of fishing on high wind days

decreased by 79% after the introduction of quotas.

Wu et al. (2005; 2009) examine the effect of weather conditions on fishing vessel incidents

during the period 1997 to 1999, in Atlantic Canadian waters. They find that the relative

incident rate increases as the weather conditions deteriorates. Moreover, the dominant factor

affecting incidents is the level of exposure, that is, fishing activity levels or number of fishing

trips in the study area. Excluding the level of activity made wave height the most significant
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factor. Wave height and ice presence were also found to predict likelihood of an incident being

classified as distress or non-distress. Rezaee et al. (2016) identify the weather conditions that

affect fishing activity levels within an area. While extreme weather conditions usually result in

decreased fishing activity, the effect differs by vessel size. Harvesting activity and quantity of

vessels smaller than 13.7 metre is significantly determined by wind speed, whereas ice presence

is the only significant factor for larger vessels.

Winther (2009) quantifies the energy use for a number of Norwegian seafood products, using

data from 2007 and considering the entire production chain. Using mass-based allocation they

find gear specific- and species-specific fuel factors, i.e., litres of fuel per kg fish harvested with a

given gear and litres of fuel per kg landed fish of a certain species, respectively. Pelagic fishing

methods tend to be the most efficient, followed by coastal fishing methods before automated

long-lining and trawling as the most fuel intensive methods. Correspondingly, pelagic species

appear to be more fuel efficient than demersal species (Winther, 2009).

Schau et al. (2009) study the energy consumed by various segments of the Norwegian fishing

fleet, for the period 1980-2005. Fuel use is assigned to the different species caught and different

fishing gear using economic and mass-based allocation. Again, trawlers are found to be the most

fuel intensive vessels. There is an inverse correlation between fuel consumption per kilogram of

fish and catch rates on a yearly basis, and between fuel consumption and oil prices in the long

run. While the former effect is quite strong, especially for trawlers, the relationship between

fuel consumption and oil price is somewhat weaker. These results correspond to a Swedish

study by Ziegler and Hornborg (2014) who argues that the lacking effect of oil prices upon

fuel-saving behaviour and fuel efficiency is distorted by subsidies, such as the prevalence of

fuel tax exemption in many fisheries. The correlation between low catch rates and increased

fuel consumption is also prevalent in the literature and is often interpreted as an indication

of overfishing as explained in the standard bioeconomic models (Parker and Tyedmers, 2015,

Mitchell and Cleveland, 1993).

In particular, Ziegler and Hornborg (2014) use fuel and logbook data from Swedish demersal

fisheries to estimate individual fisheries’ fuel efficiency, and to explore how fisheries management

affect fuel efficiency. Combining fuel use per hour at sea with landing per unit of effort, the

study arrives at an estimate for fisheries-specific fuel consumption (l/kg), which is based on
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the catchability of different species, gear and vessel size. Not surprisingly, passive gear is more

fuel efficient than active gear, but the difference between large and small trawlers is relatively

small. Overall fuel efficiency appears to have improved over time, a trend explained by effort

limitations, and the improved stock status of the target species, Eastern Baltic cod. Fuel prices

and technical innovations, seem to be of less importance.

Jafarzadeh et al. (2016) considers the fuel efficiency of different fleet segments in the Norwegian

fishing fleet for the period 2003 to 2012. Factory trawlers are found to have a mean fuel use

factor of 0.35 kg fuel per kg fish. Linear regressions reveal that the fleets’ fuel use factors are

inversely related to total stock biomass, fleet quotas, fuel price, and catch per unit of effort

(CPUE), measured as catch per day at sea. Fluctuations in energy efficiency were primarily

due to changes in fish abundance and availability.

Asche and Roll (2019) study the economic consequences of increasing fuel prices for five seg-

ments of the Norwegian fishing fleet. The results indicate that all vessel groups are relatively

inelastic with respect to fuel price. Despite the common knowledge that fishermen reduce speed

at high fuel prices, the result of Asche and Roll (2019) implies that an increase in fuel prices will

have a considerable effect upon the vessels’ costs. Their study also suggests that an increase

in harvesting volume will increase the utilisation of fuel, and vessels at or close to full capacity

will be more fuel efficient.

3 Data and Institutional Framework

3.1 Norwegian Trawler Fleet

In 2017 Norway was the world’s ninth largest producer of captured fish, and the second largest

exporter of seafood (FAO, 2019). The Norwegian fishing fleet consist of the coastal fleet and

the offshore fleet. The offshore fleet can further be divided into trawlers, conventional offshore

vessels, purse seiners and pelagic trawlers. This study focuses on the bottom trawlers which

mainly harvest demersal fish such as cod, saithe and haddock. Some also target shrimp, while

pelagic fish are mainly caught as bycatch. Compared to other vessel groups, trawlers tend to

make fewer trips, but of longer duration (Asche and Roll, 2019). In addition to being built to

withstand rough weather, trawlers are usually further away from shore and less inclined to go
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back to port to avoid bad weather.

To study the fuel consumption of the trawler fleet I use data from the yearly vessel profitability

studies carried out by the Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries in the period 1985-2017. This

is combined with the vessels’ landing declarations and sales notes which contain information

on each landing, including the main geographic location for each species caught. Data on

important species’ spawning stock biomass has been collected from the Institute of Marine

Research (2019) and the International Council for Exploration of the Seas (2019).

During the sample period, there has been a number of changes to the Directorate of Fisheries’

selection criteria concerning which vessels are included in the profitability survey. Until 1997 it

was voluntary to send in the profitability survey. However, large bottom trawlers were required

to report crucial information. After 1997 the sample is chosen by the Directorate of Fisheries

based on varying criteria concerning fishing activity and harvesting income (Directorate of

Fisheries, 2017).

To reduce harvesting capacity, Norway has had a number of scrapping policies since the 1970s.

In line with these policies there is a decreasing trend in the number of vessels in Norwegian

fisheries. The largest decline has been in the trawler fleet, where 36% left between 2003 between

2016 (Asche and Roll, 2019). In 2005, structural quotas were introduced for the offshore fleet,

and in 2007 the number of quotas each vessel could hold increased.2 Vessels that leave the

fishery are generally assumed to have lower productivity and higher costs than the vessels that

stay. Asche and Roll (2019) show that the vessels that leave also attribute a higher portion of

their cost to fuel. However, the vessels that remain do not exhibit any relationship between

the size of their structural quota ans the proportion of operating cost attributed to fuel (Asche

and Roll, 2019).

Some vessels leave the dataset for a year before returning the next. This could be a result of the

vessel not having a complete annual account for the missing year, potentially due to time spent

in shipyards either upgrading or repairing the vessel. The missing year could also indicate a

change in vessel ownership. It is not possible to determine why a vessel has a break in its time

series, but in the case of changed ownership it is reasonable to assume that at least part of the

2Structural quotas refer to the regime where the vessel is allocated some initial quota, but can buy another

vessel’s quota given that the other vessel is scrapped and can no longer be used in the fishing industry.
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crew remain, hence securing some stability concerning on-board knowledge.

During the sample period, the Directorate of fisheries have restructured the vessel groups. For

the bottom trawlers, the key change is that shrimp trawlers became a separate vessel group

after 2000 and will thus exit the dataset at this point. That said, bottom trawlers may hold

licences for both shrimp and demersal fish, hence as shrimp trawling is considered to be more

fuel intensive I control for the vessels’ share of shrimp in their harvest.

The average vessel in the dataset was built in 1983, 29 of the vessels have been rebuilt or

upgraded during the sample period, making the average age since rebuilding 14.5 years. There

is quite a lot of variation in both vessel length and crew size (full time equivalents), with

the average vessel being 48.75 m at its longest point, and employing 16.7 crew members. As

mentioned, the vessels mainly target demersal species such as cod, saithe and haddock, for

which they hold quotas. Each vessel harvests on average 2.1% of the trawler fleet’s total

yearly harvest. This may be considered a proxy for the vessel’s quota. Due to a reduction in

the number of vessels, this share is increasing over time. Over the sample period, there has

also been an increase in the fleet’s total harvest. Catches of pelagic fish may be considered

bycatch for this vessel group, but some of the vessels may hold a shrimp license and target this

specifically. The harvest is shared almost equally between the winter and summer season. This

is in contrast to Norwegian coastal fisheries which are highly seasonal, especially with respect

to cod.

Days at sea and operating days are proxies for effort. Operating days include time spent

preparing for a trip, time spent ashore with crew, days at sea, and time spent landing the

harvest. Days at sea only refer to the days spent at sea, but is not as consistently reported

and have more missing observations. Catch per unit of effort (CPUE) refers to catch per day

at sea.

3.2 Fuel Consumption

Explicit data on fuel consumption is only collected from 2001 and onwards. Accordingly, an

approximation of fuel consumption is constructed based on fuel price data and fuel cost, which

is available for the entire period. Fuel cost was provided in nominal values and have been

adjusted to 2017 values.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics: the trawler fleet

Variable Mean Std. Dev.

Year built 1983 12.22

Crew size (full time equivalents) 16.7 7.61

Vessel length in meter 48.75 11.88

Vessel share of fleet harvest volume 0.021 0.012

Harvest (tonne) 3695.147 2413.263

Share of harvest volume: Shrimp 0.040 0.106

Share of harvest volume: Demersal fish 0.832 0.197

Share of harvest volume: Pelagic fish 0.014 0.094

Share of volume harvested during winter 0.53 0.18

Days at sea per year 253.36 65.12

Operating days per year 288.73 54.84

Catch per unit of effort (CPUE), tonne per day at sea 14.3 7.1

The Rotterdam price of marine gas oil (MGO) is considered to have substantial influence on

fuel in the marine market, and hence a decent indicator for the fuel price vessels pay (Asche

and Roll, 2019, Schau et al., 2009). The actual price paid will also depend on the vessel owner’s

total fuel consumption and to some extent their bargaining power. For instance, it is generally

known that larger vessels such as trawlers are able to negotiate a lower price than the smaller

vessels (Isaksen et al., 2015).

Figure 1 displays the Rotterdam MGO price and the approximated fuel price paid by trawlers.

Approximated fuel price is calculated as fuel cost divided by fuel use, for the years where

both variables are available. It is evident that the Rotterdam MGO price may be viewed as a

guideline for movement in the fuel price that fishermen face. Furthermore, based on Figure 1

it is reasonable to assume that the difference in fuel price available at the Rotterdam port and

the price paid by the trawlers is relatively constant over time. Accordingly, fuel price prior to

2001 is found by taking the Rotterdam fuel price and adding the trawler specific constant. Fuel

consumption prior to 2001 is calculated by dividing fuel cost by the trawler fuel price. Using

the vessels’ reported fuel cost is corroborated by Jafarzadeh et al. (2016) whom use additional

price data provided by Statoil Fuel & Retail and find that these correspond well to the data

obtained from the Directorate of Fisheries.

In Figure 2 it can be seen that the cost of fuel follow the fuel price, and that approximated
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Figure 1: Comparison of the Rotterdam fuel price (MGO) and fuel price paid by trawlers based on

(fuel cost)/(fuel consumption in l)

fuel consumption follow actual fuel consumption reasonably well. Nevertheless, the constructed

fuel price variable may be subject to measurement error, especially as actual fuel price varies

throughout the year. Accordingly, fuel cost is used as an alternative outcome variable.

Figure 2: Actual and approximated fuel consumption, fuel price and fuel cost
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Average fuel consumption, cost, and fuel factors defined as fuel consumption per unit of harvest

are reported in Table 2. The fuel factors are simply calculated as each vessel’s yearly fuel

consumption divided by total catch, including bycatch. A fuel factor of 0.56 litres per kg fish

is within the range of the factors presented by Jafarzadeh et al. (2016).

Table 2: Descriptive statistics: yearly fuel consumption

Variable Mean Std. Dev.

Fuel (1000 l) 1792 1113

Cost of fuel (1000 NOK) 5988 530

Litres of fuel per kg harvest (l/kg) 0.56 0.39

Fuel per unit of effort (FPUE), litre per day at sea 6920 3182

3.3 Weather

To capture the weather the vessels have been exposed to, I use the ERA5 weather reanalysis

data from ECMWF (2019). As discussed in Auffhammer et al. (2013), and Blanc and Schlenker

(2017) there are issues related to the use of reanalysis data, and a detailed dataset of actual

weather conditions would be preferable. However, weather reanalysis data is often preferred

for areas with sparse weather stations and data, such as oceans (Auffhammer et al., 2013).

Moreover, assuming any errors in the reanalysis are random it should not cause major problems

when the data is averaged over time and space. Specifically, from hourly to daily and monthly,

and from 0.25-degree grids, to the Directorate of fisheries harvesting areas as presented in the

map in Figure 3.3

Figure 3 displays the mean wind speed for each area during the summer and winter, respectively.

Summer is defined as April, May, June, July, August and September while winter is defined

as October, November, December, January, February and March. The North Atlantic is well

known for its cyclical weather pattern and as expected the summer months are calmer than

the winter months. The figure also displays the areas’ monthly average number of visits by

a trawler. Most of the trips are within the Norwegian Economic Exclusive zone, and there is

remarkably little variation in their behaviour between the summer and winter months. Word of

mouth suggests that fishermen are more inclined to follow the fish, rather than the weather. For

3At the equator, 0.25 degrees corresponds to 27,75 km or 15 nautical miles.
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instance, it is common to start the year targeting saithe around the Shetland islands, despite

the area having a mean wind speed of 10-11 m/s during the winter season.

Figure 3: Mean wind speed and monthly visits by trawlers, by season.

There is some uncertainty concerning the reliability of the vessels’ main harvesting areas. This
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uncertainty could be related to potential illegal fishing activity and whether fishermen record an

area they know is legal. There could also be errors due to negligence where fishermen either do

not pay attention to the areas, simply record an area by habit, or tow on the edge between two

areas. Nevertheless, the spatial variation in wind speed presented in Figure 3 is quite clustered.

Hence, if a vessel has been in a neighbouring area or on the edge between two harvesting areas,

it is often safe to assume that the weather has been relatively equal in the two areas. That said,

the North Atlantic is subject to highly local weather phenomenon known as polar lows. The

average wind speed of a polar low is 21 m/s, they are difficult to predict and last an average of

18 hours (snl, 2020, Meteorological institute, 2015). Occurrences of this phenomenon will most

likely be lost in the aggregation of the data.

On average, a vessel visits 2.32 areas per month and is exposed to a mean monthly wind speed

of 9.18 m/s during the winter months and 6.88 m/s during the summer months.

Table 3: Descriptive statistics: weather

Variable Mean Std. Dev.

Mean expected wind speed during winter 9.18 0.84

Mean expected wind speed during summer 6.88 0.53

Number of different areas visited per month 2.323 0.896

4 Empirical Strategy and Results

4.1 A Theoretical Framework

There are a number of channels through which wind conditions can affect a vessel’s operations

and fuel efficiency. Hence, a theoretical framework of the underlying mechanisms will be useful

when interpreting the empirical estimates.

Consider a standard Schaefer harvesting function hi,t = qi,tEi,txt for vessel i in year t. hi,t is

the harvest, qi,t is the catchability coefficient, which in this case also can be thought of as trawl

efficiency, Ei,t is effort and xt is the stock size. Assume that the harvest volume is fixed by a

quota, and denoted by hi,t. The fishermen will choose the level of effort necessary to harvest the

quota. In the long run fishermen may adjust effort by building up vessel capacity or changing

crew size. However, in the short run, here determined by a quota year, the variable through
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which fishermen can adjust effort is the number of days at sea. The number of days at sea

depends on vessel speed, E = E(days(speed)). Especially when considering steaming speed,

but also to the extent that vessels maintain the speed required for towing.4 As mentioned, it is

assumed that any changes to trawl efficiency will be known by the fishermen and will manifest

as a change in effort. In a similar manner, any change in stock will also have to be countered

by a change in the effort required to catch the quota.

For a given harvest, a vessel’s fuel consumption is determined by a number of factors. As

mentioned, a number of studies have focused on fuel price, stock size and certain vessel specific

factors such as engine power, vessel length and gear (see e.g. Thrane (2004), Schau et al. (2009),

Ziegler and Hornborg (2014), Jafarzadeh et al. (2016)).5 The fisherman’s choice of effort and

vessel speed will also manifest itself in fuel consumption. In addition, fuel consumption will be

affected by weather conditions. In the following, resistance, vessel speed and days at sea will

be considered as different channels through which wind speed affects fuel consumption.

Fuel

Harvest
= f

(
Vessel, Fuel Price, Stock Size, Resistance(wind), (1)

Vessel speed(wind), Days(wind)
)

Firstly, consider how wind affects each of the channels. It is expected that increasing wind

speed affects the channels in the following manner. The vessel’s resistance in the water will

increase with the wind speed. This assumes that the vessel is steaming or trawling upwind, or

using energy to remain stable in rough sea. If fuel efficiency improves with a marginal increase

in wind speed, this could indicate that the vessels, on average, steam/trawl downwind.

The idea that fishermen reduce the speed of the vessel in rough weather suggests a negative

relationship between vessel speed and wind. This relationship however, is not necessarily con-

tinuous and it may depend on initial wind conditions as well as the magnitude of the increase.

Thus, while the effect is unknown, it is expected to be either negative or non-existent.

4Steaming refers to the time a vessel spends on the trip to- and from a fishing location.
5Literature calculating fuel consumption in shipping also focus on the vessel’s displacement in the water,

and how it changes during the trip. However, without more granulated data vessel displacement is assumed to

be covered by the vessel specific factor.
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As mentioned, trawling requires some minimum level of vessel speed, and if the speed of the

vessel falls below this threshold, the vessel might require more days to harvest its quota. Ad-

ditionally, if the vessel is steaming to or from the fishing grounds, a reduction in vessel speed

implies that it will take longer time for the vessel to reach its target. On the other hand,

increasing wind speed can also reduce the number of days at sea, depending on the timing,

severity of the weather, and mainly the behaviour of fishermen. If they wait out the storm

at sea, they may need more days to harvest their quota, as suggested above. If a storm hits

towards the end of a trip, the trip may be cut short. Bad weather prior to a trip may delay

the start. Though the days lost to bad weather may need to be compensated, catch efficiency

may be higher on particularly good days. Hence, the effect of wind conditions upon the total

number of days at sea is ambiguous. The effect of wind upon each of the channels is presented

in Table 4.

Table 4: Effect of wind upon channels

Resistance Vessel speed Days at sea

Wind + -/0 ?

Further, all else equal, increasing the vessel’s resistance in the water will increase the energy

demand of the vessel. Similarly, an increase in vessel speed or days at sea will also increase fuel

consumption per tonne harvest. These effects are presented in Table 5.

Table 5: Effect of channels upon fuel efficiency

Fuel
Harvest

Resistance +

Vessel speed +

Days at sea +

As all the relationships between fuel per unit of harvest and the channels are positive, the effect

of increasing wind speed upon fuel consumption will be driven by the effect of wind speed upon

the respective channel. For instance, if an increase in wind speed leads to a decline in vessel

speed we will observe a decline in fuel per unit of harvest. In the empirical estimation, the total

effect can be decomposed to reveal the extent to which a change in fuel efficiency is caused by

changes in the harvest. The effect of wind upon the number of days at sea can also be examined

in the empirical analyses. The remaining effect will be a combination of resistance in the water
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and the manner in which fishermen respond to wind conditions by adjusting vessel speed. The

differing effect of these channels will allow us to say something about the mechanisms behind

the results presented below.

4.2 Wind Speed Bins

4.2.1 Empirical Strategy

The aim is to estimate the effect of wind conditions on fuel consumption per unit of harvest,

and the main empirical specification is outlined in eq. (2).

ln(fuel/harvest)i,t = β1WindDaysi,t + β2X i,t + β3Ci,t + αi + Y eart (2)

+Areai,t + Ti,t + T 2
i,t + εi,t

The dependent variable ln(fuel/harvest)i,t is the natural logarithm of fuel consumption (in

litre) per kg harvest, for vessel i in year t. The main interest variable is WindDaysi,t which is

a vector of wind bins each counting the number of days vessel i has been exposed to a certain

wind speed, in year t. X i,t is a vector of observed covariates for vessel i at time t.6 Ci,t is a

vector of other weather variables, specifically total precipitation, fraction of area covered in sea

ice and temperature. While weather is exogenous, the vessels’ exposure to weather is to some

extent endogenous and dependent on the vessels’ choice of fishing location. To account for this,

I use vessel fixed effects where αi is the time invariant vessel fixed effect for vessel i. Vessel fixed

effects are included to capture any skipper and crew knowledge effect, for instance where the

same vessel tend to go back to the same places due to knowledge about the weather and fishing

possibilities in that area, or any vessel specific behaviour in response to weather conditions.

Naturally, vessel fixed effects will also pick up all vessel specific factors such as engine power

and vessel length. When using vessel fixed effects, the wind variables can be interpreted as

wind shocks, and the identifying variation will be each vessel’s variation in wind exposure over

time. The use of vessel fixed effects will also mitigate potential selection bias related to less

efficient vessels leaving the sample.

6Xi,t includes relevant spawning stock biomass (SSB) as a proxy for stock size, the vessel’s share of total fleet

harvest as a proxy for quota, and the share of shrimp in the harvest as shrimp is considered more fuel intensive.

Relevant SSB is the sum of SSB for the species the vessel harvests. Thus, SSB may vary across vessels within

a year and will not be captured by year fixed effects.
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Y eart are the year fixed effects and Ti,t is a time trend. Year fixed effects are included to

control for any yearly changes that are equal for all vessels, such as the total harvesting quota,

fuel price, a year with particularly bad weather, general improvements in weather forecasting

or changes in the target species’ migration pattern. The vessel specific time trend is included

to control for secular trends in fuel and harvest development and other unobserved vessel-level

changes. This would for instance account for development in skipper knowledge, the age of the

vessel and any on-board technological improvements. Quadratic trends account for the fact

that these developments may not be linear across time. Areai,t,j are area dummies indicating

whether vessel i spent any time in area j in year t. εi,t are the time varying idiosyncratic

errors.

The calculation of the wind bins are depicted in Eq. (3) where Timei,j,m represents the fraction

of month m vessel i spent in area j. Daysj,m is the number of days within a wind bin in month

m and area j.7 For each vessel I sum across all N areas and months.

WindDaysi,t =
12∑

m=1

N∑
j=1

WindDaysj,m,t × Timei,j,m,t (3)

The five wind speed bins are presented in Table 6. Average wind speed both during summer

and winter is covered by bin 2 which will be the reference bin. In total there are 285 days in

the five wind bins, this corresponds to the average number of operating days.

Table 6: Wind bins in WindDaysi,t

Variable Mean Std. Dev.

Bin 1: Days wind < 6 m/s 113.9 33.18

Bin 2: Days 6 ≤ wind < 10 m/s 120.12 29.8

Bin 3: Days 10 ≤ wind < 14 m/s 44.8 14.67

Bin 4: Days 14 ≤ wind < 17 m/s 5.77 3.7

Bin 5: Days wind ≥ 17 m/s 0.54 0.9

7Timei,j,m,t is constructed by taking the number of visits to one area over the number of total logged visits,

within each month. As a robustness analyses, the visits are also weighed by harvesting volume. This does not

change the results.
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4.2.2 Results

Table 7 displays the main results for different specifications of the model. 8 The first column

only includes year fixed effects, in addition to the controls. In the second column area dummies

are also included, and column three includes vessel fixed effects and time trends. The main

differences between column two and three appears to be driven by vessel fixed effects. Specific-

ations without time trends may be seen in Table 16 in the Appendix, which shows that the

results are robust to the exclusion of time trends. Furthermore, the results change both with

the inclusion of area dummies and vessel fixed effects, suggesting that both the choice of fish-

ing location and the vessel specific effects such as skipper knowledge, engine power and vessel

length determine how wind speed affects fuel consumption. The use of ln(fuel/harvest)i,t as the

dependent variable implies a proportional relationship between fuel and harvest. As presented

in column four, this assumption does not hold, but including harvesting as a control does not

significantly affect the effect of wind, thus column three will continue the main specification.

Moreover, the negative coefficient of ln(harvest)i,t suggests that there is excess capacity in the

fishing fleet, as the vessels become more fuel efficient the more they harvest. This is in line

with the results in Asche and Roll (2019).

Considering column three, one more day with relatively good wind conditions, that is one more

day in bin 1, increases fuel consumption by 0.1% relative to a day with average wind conditions.

One additional day with wind speed between 10 and 14 m/s will increase the average vessel’s

fuel consumption per kg harvest with 0.381%. This translates to an extra 0.0021 litre fuel per

kg fish.

A day with wind speed between 14 m/s and 17m/s is not significantly different from a day

with average wind speed. This could indicate that the skipper’s behaviour with respect to

vessel speed perfectly offsets the effect of increased resistance. However, when the wind speed

increases to above 17m/s there is a weak indication that the reduction in vessel speed more than

offset the effect of increased resistance, and we see a reduction in the vessel’s fuel consumption

per kg of fish. At a 10% level of significance, a day with wind above 17m/s decreases fuel per

kg fish by 1.77%, or 0.0099 litre fuel per kg fish. Alternative constructions of the weather bins

have slightly different coefficients, but follow the same pattern.

8Standard errors are clustered on vessels.
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Table 7: Wind speed bins with average wind speed as the reference bin

(1) (2) (3) (4)

VARIABLES ln(fuel/harvest) ln(fuel/harvest) ln(fuel/harvest) ln(fuel/harvest)

Days wind < 6 m/s -0.00122** -0.000750 0.000995** 0.00168***

(0.000545) (0.000479) (0.000411) (0.000428)

Days 10 ≤ wind < 14 m/s 0.00679*** 0.00477*** 0.00381*** 0.00388***

(0.00183) (0.00140) (0.00113) (0.000985)

Days 14 ≤ wind < 17 m/s -0.00915* -0.0112*** 0.000665 -0.000880

(0.00486) (0.00407) (0.00309) (0.00274)

Days wind ≥ 17 m/s -0.0303** -0.0253** -0.0177* -0.0156*

(0.0120) (0.0115) (0.00980) (0.00945)

ln(Harvest) -0.610***

(0.0999)

Constant 6.436*** 6.405*** 6.553*** 14.88***

(0.0848) (0.0829) (0.0909) (1.404)

Mean fuel per 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56

kg harvest (l/kg)

Vessel controls x x x x

Weather controls x x x x

Year FE x x x x

Area dummies x x x

Vessel FE x x

Quadratic trend x x

Number of id 220 220

Observations 1,534 1,534 1,534 1,534

R-squared 0.602 0.687 0.750 0.786

Robust standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

So far we, have looked at the total effect of wind conditions on fuel efficiency. To uncover the

mechanisms behind the results presented in Table 7, Table 8 decomposes the result by studying

fuel and harvest individually, in addition specifications with fuel cost as the dependent variable

are included. Table 9 reports outcomes related to the number of days at sea. In general, it

is expected that quotas will fix the harvesting level within a year. However, there are certain

polices that allow for some flexibility.9 An additional day with relatively good wind conditions

increases both the harvest volume and fuel consumption. A skipper facing better than average

weather conditions may decide to extend the trip and spend more days at sea, increasing both

fuel consumption and the harvest. This mechanism is corroborated by column one in Table 9

where an additional day with relatively good wind conditions is related to an increase in the

9Policies concerning the flexibility of the quotas has changed throughout the sample period, but in general

up to 10% of the quota can be transferred between two consecutive years. There are also some policies allowing

a vessel to lease part of its quota during the second half of the year (Official Norwegian Report, 2016).
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Table 8: Fuel, fuel cost and harvest

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

VARIABLES ln(fuel/harvest) ln(fuel) ln(harvest) ln(fuel cost) ln(fuel cost/harvest)

Days wind < 6 m/s 0.000995** 0.00179*** 0.00112*** 0.00165*** 0.000939**

(0.000411) (0.000419) (0.000235) (0.000431) (0.000414)

Days 10 ≤ wind < 14 m/s 0.00381*** 0.00340*** 0.000116 0.00377*** 0.00370***

(0.00113) (0.000984) (0.000689) (0.000897) (0.00103)

Days 14 ≤ wind < 17 m/s 0.000665 -0.00191 -0.00253 -0.00113 0.000469

(0.00309) (0.00276) (0.00205) (0.00263) (0.00299)

Days wind ≥ 17 m/s -0.0177* -0.0160* 0.00340 -0.0168* -0.0190*

(0.00980) (0.00941) (0.00568) (0.00945) (0.00978)

Constant 6.553*** 6.327*** 13.65*** 9.848*** 8.162***

(0.0909) (1.325) (0.0692) (1.552) (0.0955)

Mean of

dependent variable 0.56 l/kg 1,792,322 l 3695.147 tonnes 5,988,323 NOK 1627.291 NOK/tonne

Vessel controls x x x x x

Weather controls x x x x x

Year FE x x x x x

Vessel FE x x x x x

Area dummies x x x x x

Quadratic trend x x x x x

Number of id 220 220 220 220 220

Observations 1,534 1,534 1,534 1,534 1,534

R-squared 0.750 0.626 0.883 0.795 0.715

Robust standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

number of days at sea.

From Table 8, the effect of an additional day in bin 3 appears to be driven by fuel consumption,

as there is no change in harvest. Table 9 suggests that an additional day with between 10 and 14

m/s will increase the number of days at sea. This is followed by a weakly significant reduction

in CPUE, in column two, which corroborates that the vessel is not increasing its harvest during

those additional days at sea. In particular, an additional day in wind bin 3 will increase the

vessel’s total number of days at sea by half a day. Column three of Table 9 reports the natural

logarithm of fuel per operating day as the outcome variable. Accordingly, the result supports

the idea that an additional day in wind bin 3 increases fuel consumption by both increasing the

number of days at sea, and the fuel consumed per day at sea, as a result of greater resistance

in the water.

The mechanisms behind the effect of an additional day in wind bin 4 or 5 is somewhat more

uncertain. The lack of an effect suggests that fishermen respond to extreme wind by reducing
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Table 9: Operating days and days at sea, average wind speed as reference

(1) (2) (3)

VARIABLES Days at sea ln(CPUE) ln(FPUE)

Days wind < 6 m/s 0.288*** -0.000659 -0.000471

(0.0871) (0.000487) (0.000409)

Days 10 ≤ wind < 14 m/s 0.521** -0.00228* 0.00201**

(0.207) (0.00121) (0.000905)

Days 14 ≤ wind < 17 m/s -0.0977 -0.000611 0.000431

(0.587) (0.00311) (0.00249)

Days wind ≥ 17 m/s -4.231** 0.0215** -0.00468

(1.849) (0.00873) (0.00931)

Constant -369.9 8.906*** 4.783***

(358.1) (0.109) (0.823)

Mean of 253.36 14299 6049.58

dependent variable days kg/day l/operating day

Vessel controls x x x

Weather controls x x x

Year FE x x x

Vessel FE x x x

Area dummies x x x

Quadratic trend x x x

Number of id 195 195 222

Observations 1,116 1,116 1,559

R-squared 0.541 0.695 0.457

Note that, FPUE here is calculated using operating days as effort, i.e. fuel per operating day

Robust standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

vessel speed, hence offsetting the fuel effect of increased resistance. Based on Table 9, the

negative effect of an extreme day appears to be driven by a reduction in the number of days at

sea. In particular, for the average vessel, one more day with wind speed above 17 m/s reduces

the total number of days at sea by 4.23. This could indicate that the skippers decide to cut

their trip short when encountering bad weather. The associated increase in CPUE suggests that

the vessel has to be more efficient for the remainder of the year, catching on average, 307 kg

more per day at sea. The outcome for the extreme wind bin is quite surprising as it contradicts

the initial expectation, and stories told by fishermen. It could be that the stories told are the

extremes, while the common response to bad weather is to go back to shore, even for large

trawlers. On the other hand, the extreme events may have been lost in the aggregation of the

data, making this dataset better equipped to study the effect of average wind conditions.

Column four and five of Table 8 represents the costs of an additional day in the specific wind

bins. The effect on fuel cost per unit of harvest follows the same pattern as that of fuel

consumption. And, an additional day in wind bin 3 is related to an increase of 6 NOK per
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tonne harvest, relative to a day with average wind conditions.

Table 10: Placebo regression

(1) (2) (3) (4)

VARIABLES ln(fuel/harvest) ln(fuel cost/harvest) ln(harvest) ln(harvest)

Days wind < 6 m/s = L, 0.000860*** 0.000965*** 0.000214

(0.000287) (0.000293) (0.000169)

Days 10 ≤ wind < 14 m/s = L, -0.00102 -0.000876 0.000285

(0.000718) (0.000742) (0.000494)

Days 14 ≤ wind < 17 m/s = L, -0.00176 0.000562 0.00457**

(0.00282) (0.00263) (0.00187)

Days wind ≥ 17 m/s = L, 0.0120 0.00206 -0.0192***

(0.0105) (0.00982) (0.00692)

Days wind < 6 m/s = L, 0.000165

(0.000229)

Days 10 ≤ wind < 14 m/s = L, -0.000157

(0.000465)

Days 14 ≤ wind < 17 m/s = L, -0.000561

(0.00175)

Days wind ≥ 17 m/s = L, 0.00943

(0.00734)

Constant 6.645*** 6.792*** 13.70*** 13.92***

(0.128) (1.968) (0.0894) (0.101)

Vessel FE x x x x

Year FE x x x x

Vessel controls x x x x

Weather controls x x x x

Area dummies x x x x

Quadratic trend x x x x

Number of id 178 178 178 168

Observations 1,100 1,100 1,100 935

R-squared 0.771 0.656 0.906 0.904

Robust standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 10 reports placebo regressions where column one, two and three regress fuel per unit

harvest, fuel and harvest against the previous year’s wind conditions, respectively. Fuel effi-

ciency and fuel consumption are positively related to an additional day in wind bin 1, the year

before. A potential explanation could be that the vessel harvested some of this year’s quota

last year, due to the additional number of relatively good days. Correspondingly, there is even

more excess capacity this year. This however, is not supported by the harvesting outcome

presented in column three. The reverse case is indicated in column three where an additional

day in wind bin 4, last year, shift some of the harvest to this year. It is also puzzling how last

year’s number of extreme days reduces this year’s harvest. Nevertheless, as there is some quota

flexibility around new year, column four includes the effect of wind conditions two years ago.

As expected there are no significant effects.
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4.2.3 Heterogeneous Effects

Because the above specification is unable to say anything about how different characteristics of

the vessel affect fuel consumption, Table 11 studies different size segments of the fleet. Vessel

length, engine power and gross tonnage are all indicators of vessel size. The results in Table 11

studies three segments of vessel length. While different cut-off points report slightly different

results, it is evident that the main effect of wind bin 3 is driven by the smaller vessels, while

the negative effect of more extreme wind days are driven by the larger vessels. 10 The largest

vessels also increase fuel per unit of harvest and the number of days at sea when exposed to an

additional good day at sea. Using gross tonnage as the size indicator generates similar results.

However, no such trend can be found when studying engine power, the smaller engines have a

larger coefficient for the third wind bin, but all engine power segments display a positive and

significant effect.

Table 11: Vessel size heterogeneity

vessel length ≤ 46 m 46 m < vessel length ≤ 60 m vessel length > 60 m

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

VARIABLES ln(fuel/harvest) Days at sea ln(fuel/harvest) Days at sea ln(fuel/harvest) Days at sea

Days wind < 6 m/s 0.00190** 0.572*** 0.000103 0.171 0.00302** 0.644**

(0.000756) (0.123) (0.000624) (0.128) (0.00117) (0.238)

Days 10 ≤ wind < 14 m/s 0.00725*** 1.132** 0.000247 0.0799 0.00457 0.506

(0.00215) (0.446) (0.00133) (0.273) (0.00293) (0.476)

Days wind ≥ 14 m/s 0.00726 0.583 0.000300 0.332 -0.0151** -3.174*

(0.00534) (1.178) (0.00415) (0.721) (0.00737) (1.837)

Constant 6.235*** 194.6 6.645*** -791.4** 6.936*** -1,997

(0.229) (405.7) (0.118) (337.7) (0.155) (1,206)

Mean of 0.57 236 0.55 253 0.55 289

dependent variable l/kg days l/kg days l/kg days

Vessel controls x x x x x x

Weather controls x x x x x x

Year FE x x x x x x

Vessel FE x x x x x x

Area dummies x x x x x x

Quadratic trend x x x x x x

Number of id 93 78 96 85 31 29

Observations 510 340 828 596 196 155

R-squared 0.735 0.676 0.814 0.621 0.885 0.837

Robust standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

The results in Table 11 indicate that it is mainly the smaller vessels that has to compensate for

increased wind speed by increasing the number of days at sea. Thus increasing fuel consumption.

In particular, for vessels shorter than 46 m, an additional day in wind bin 3 increases fuel

10In the heterogeneity analysis in Table 11, the two highest wind bins are combined.
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consumption by 0.0041 litre per kg fish, and the number of days at sea by 1.1. Given this, it

is somewhat unexpected that the smaller vessels appear to be unaffected by the more extreme

days. Vessels that are greater than 60 m long are able to reduce their fuel consumption by 0.008

litre per kg fish when encountering an additional day with wind speed above 14 m/s. This is

most likely due to a reduction in the number of days at sea. Hence, it is the larger vessels that

exhibit excess capacity. This is corroborated by an improvement in CPUE when the above 60m

vessels experience an additional day with wind above 14 m/s, but no such significant effect is

found for the other length segments (see Table 17 in the Appendix).

4.3 Mean Wind Speed

4.3.1 Empirical Strategy

While the above specification attempted to study the effects of an increase in the number

of above average wind days, the following will study the effect of average wind conditions.

Specifically, daily mean wind speed. The use of mean wind speed as the interest variable is

also motivated by the prediction that mean wind speed will increase as a result of climate

change. Moreover, the extreme events and the accuracy in vessels’ exposure may be lost in the

aggregation of the data. Accordingly, the dataset may be better suited to study the effect of

average wind conditions and there may be less measurement error when studying mean wind

speed. An additional benefit of this specification is that a marginal increase in mean wind speed

is less distorted by skipper behaviour and trawl efficiency.

In this specification the main focus is to study the effect of mean wind speed on fuel consump-

tion. For month m, vessel i’s mean wind speed is represented by the monthly sum of daily

mean wind speed, in the areas the vessel has visited, weighted by fraction of time spent in each

area. In the next step I sum over the year. The sum of daily values is used in order to not lose

any variation, and it is a common practice when studying the effect of temperature. 11

MeanWindi,t =
12∑

m=1

N∑
j=1

meanWindj,m,t × Timei,j,m,t (4)

In this specification, the vector of control variables, X i,t also include the share of the harvest

11As a robustness, taking monthly means and only summing over the year yields the same result.
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caught during winter, and the number of days at sea. The share of the harvest caught during

winter is included to account for seasonality and the fact that vessels that harvest more during

the winter months are exposed to a higher mean wind speed. The number of days at sea is a

proxy for effort, and while days at sea is an alternative outcome variable, the specification is

robust to excluding days at sea as an explanatory variable.

ln(fuel/harvest)i,t = β1lnMeanWindi,t + β2X i,t + β3Ci,t + αi + Y eart (5)

+Areai,t + Ti,t + T 2
i,t + εi,t

4.3.2 Results

Table 12 presents the main specification for mean wind speed. There is relatively little difference

between the specifications, suggesting that the vessels do less to adapt to changes in mean wind

speed. Both the choice of fishing location, and the skipper’s knowledge appears to matter less

this specification, compared to the case of wind bins. Again, column four includes the natural

logarithm of harvest as a right-hand side variable. Alternative specifications with quadratic or

cubed wind terms to capture the nonlinearity revealed in Table 7 are not included as they were

not statistically significant. The results are robust to the exclusion of time trends, this can be

seen in Table 18 in the Appendix.

According to the main specification in column three, a 1% increase in mean wind speed will

increase fuel consumption per kg harvest by 0.27%. This translates to an increase of 0.0015

litre per kg harvest. Again, Table 13 decomposes the effect, and includes specifications with

fuel cost as the outcome variable. Similar to an additional day in wind bin 3 in the previous

specification, the effect here is mainly driven by an increase in fuel consumption, with harvest

volume unaffected. This is corroborated by the results in Table 14, where there is an increase

in the number of days at sea and FPUE, as well as a reduction in CPUE. Hence, with a 1%

increase in mean wind speed, fuel use will increase both due to a 0.47% increase in the number

of days at sea, and potentially a 0.1% increase in fuel consumption per day at sea. That is, 1.2

additional days at sea per year, and 7.9 additional litres of fuel per day. For the fishermen, this

amounts to an additional 4.3 NOK per tonne of harvest, and 15814 NOK per year, or a 0.26%

increase in yearly fuel costs. That is slightly less than the estimate in column four of Table 13,

but the confidence intervals of column four and five are overlapping.
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Table 12: Mean wind speed

(1) (2) (3) (4)

VARIABLES ln(fuel/harvest) ln(fuel/harvest) ln(fuel/harvest) ln(fuel/harvest)

ln(mean wind) 0.254*** 0.196*** 0.272*** 0.307***

(0.0941) (0.0685) (0.0672) (0.0618)

ln(harvest) -0.579***

(0.0640)

Constant 4.305*** 4.773*** 4.418*** 12.15***

(0.626) (0.467) (0.469) (1.022)

Observations 1,087 1,087 1,087 1,087

Mean fuel per 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56

kg harvest (l/kg)

Vessel controls x x x x

Weather controls x x x x

Year FE x x x x

Area dummies x x x

Vessel FE x x

Quadratic trend x x x

Number of id 191 191

Observations 1,087 1,087 1,087 1,087

R-squared 0.673 0.743 0.831 0.853

Robust standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 13: Fuel, fuel cost and harvest

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

VARIABLES ln(fuel/harvest) ln(fuel) ln(harvest) ln(fuel cost) ln(fuel cost/harvest)

ln(mean wind) 0.272*** 0.307*** 0.0612 0.300*** 0.263***

(0.0672) (0.0618) (0.0528) (0.0607) (0.0670)

Constant 4.418*** 5.244*** 13.35*** 7.189*** 6.053***

(0.469) (1.022) (0.374) (1.090) (0.471)

Mean of

dependent variable 0.56 l/kg 1,792,322 l 3695.147 tonnes 5,988,323 NOK 1627.291 NOK/tonne

Vessel controls x x x x x

Weather controls x x x x x

Year FE x x x x x

Vessel FE x x x x x

Area dummies x x x x x

Quadratic trend x x x x x

Number of id 191 191 191 191 191

Observations 1,087 1,087 1,087 1,087 1,087

R-squared 0.831 0.740 0.920 0.865 0.807

Robust standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 14: Days at sea

(1) (2) (3)

VARIABLES Days at sea ln(CPUE) ln(FPUE)

ln(mean wind) 47.24*** -0.257*** 0.114*

(13.92) (0.0758) (0.0584)

Constant -1,190*** 10.76*** 5.870***

(203.6) (0.526) (0.800)

Mean of 253.36 14299 6920.75

dependent variable days kg/day l/day at sea

Vessel controls x x x

Weather controls x x x

Year FE x x x

Vessel FE x x x

Area dummies x x x

Quadratic trend x x x

Number of id 191 191 191

Observations 1,087 1,087 1,087

R-squared 0.565 0.742 0.488

Robust standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

A placebo regression, regressing last year’s wind on this year’s fuel per unit of catch, fuel and

harvest volume is included in Table 19 in the Appendix. None of the variables are affected by

last year’s mean wind speed.

4.3.3 Heterogeneous Effects

In a similar manner to the previous specification, the effect of mean wind speed upon fuel con-

sumption appears to be driven by the smallest- and largest vessels, as defined by vessel length.

This is reported in Table 15, where the vessels that are shorter than 42 m experience a 0.66%

increase in fuel consumption per unit of harvest when mean wind speed increase by 1%. That

is, an extra 0.0035 litre of fuel per kg harvest, and 2.4 additional days at sea. Correspondingly,

the smallest vessels experience a reduction in their CPUE as a result of increased mean wind

speed. In Table 15 vessels above that are longer than 58 m experience an increase of 0.0024 litre

fuel per kg harvest, but no additional days at sea. Instead, the increase in fuel consumption

stems from increased fuel per day at sea, corroborating the idea that fuel consumption increases

due to increased resistance in the water. In fact, a 1% increase in wind speed is related to an

additional 39 litres of fuel per day at sea.
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Table 15: Vessel size heterogeneity, mean wind speed

vessel length ≤ 42 m vessel length > 58 m

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

VARIABLES ln(fuel/harvest) Days at sea ln(CPUE) ln(FPUE) ln(fuel/harvest) Days at sea ln(CPUE) ln(FPUE)

ln(mean wind) 0.655*** 96.75*** -0.507*** 0.210 0.430*** 16.41 -0.114 0.371**

(0.183) (19.70) (0.143) (0.182) (0.156) (26.99) (0.109) (0.162)

Constant 1.389 -476.7 12.57*** 0.929 3.297*** -1,805 9.948*** -1.434

(1.283) (326.4) (0.987) (2.848) (1.102) (1,239) (0.755) (4.055)

Mean of 0.53 247 8634 3887 0.55 289 21418 10571

dependent variable l/kg days kg/day at sea l/day at sea l/kg days kg/day at sea l/day at sea

Vessel controls x x x x x x x x

Weather controls x x x x x x x x

Year FE x x x x x x x x

Vessel FE x x x x x x x x

Area dummies x x x x x x x x

Quadratic trend x x x x x x x x

Number of id 64 64 64 64 35 35 35 35

Observations 245 245 245 245 185 185 185 185

R-squared 0.874 0.789 0.859 0.643 0.934 0.808 0.924 0.763

Robust standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

5 Economic Implications

Despite somewhat uncertain mechanisms, the results clearly indicate that, for the average vessel,

an increase in mean wind speed, or an additional day with wind speed just above the mean,

will increase fuel consumption per unit of harvest. This implies that harvesting becomes more

costly, and in some cases more time consuming. The estimates of fuel costs suggest that one

more day with wind speed between 10 and 14 m/s increases fuel cost per tonne harvest by 6

NOK, and the average vessel’s yearly fuel cost by 22,755 NOK. A 1% increase in mean wind

speed is related to an additional 4.3 NOK per tonne of harvest, and 15,814 NOK in fuel cost

per year, for the average vessel. Quite naturally, the increase in fuel cost will depend on the

fuel price, and over the sample period the average fuel price is 3 NOK/l fuel. Spending more

days at sea could also increase operating cost by more than the additional fuel cost. Depending

on the contract, additional days at sea could for instance, increase crew wages and the cost of

provisions.

In addition to the cost for fishermen, the increase in GHG emissions related to increased fuel

consumption presents a cost to society. According to Statistics Norway (2017), 1 tonne marine

gas oil releases 3.17 tonne of CO2, thus one more day with wind between 10 and 14 m/s would

result in an additional 0.0057 kg CO2 per kg fish.12 There are a number of studies attempting

12In line with Jafarzadeh et al. (2016), a density of 0.86 kg/l was used to convert the fuel from liters to kg.
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to estimate the social cost of carbon (SCC), i.e., the economic cost of an additional tonne

of CO2 emitted into the atmosphere (Wang et al., 2019). While the range of estimates is

quite large, the mean value corresponds well to the estimate of Nordhaus (2016), who finds a

SCC equal to 31 USD/tonne, or 273 NOK/tonne.13 Correspondingly, one more day in wind

bin 3 would cost society an additional 1.5 NOK/tonne fish, relative to a day in wind bin 2.

However, there is some indication that a day with wind speed above 14 m/s could reduce fuel

consumption, especially for larger vessels. In particular, an additional day with wind above 14

m/s could reduce emissions by 0.02 kg CO2 per kg fish harvested by vessels that are above 60

m long.

It is predicted that both the mean wind speed, and the severity and frequency of extreme

wind events will increase due to climate change. If mean wind speed increases by 1% then

fuel consumption per unit of harvest could increase by 0.27%, this corresponds to an increase

of 0.004 tonne CO2 per tonne fish, or a social cost of 1.1 NOK/tonne fish. On average, the

trawler fleet catches a total of 173,000 tonne fish per year, and the total yearly increase in

CO2 emissions related to a 1% increase in wind speed would be 692 tonne C02, and would cost

society 188,916 NOK.

For comparison the fuel cost related to a 1% increase in average wind speed is 4.3 NOK/tonne

harvest, and 743,900 NOK for the total yearly harvest. A common trend in the above estimates

is that additional cost to society, is approximately 1/4th of the fuel cost for trawlers. This result

is positive in the sense that the trawlers themselves have an incentive to act to improve fuel

efficiency and mitigate the additional emissions. On the other hand, the additional cost may

be pushed onto the consumer through an increased price for fish. Norwegian consumers eat an

average of 53 kg fish per year. Approximately 16% of this is fillets from cod or other white fish,

while 58% consist of processed products such as fish sticks and fish cakes (Norwegian Seafood

Council, 2019; 2018). Hence, each year Norwegians consume on average 39.22 kg of demersal

fish. If fishermen push the entire cost increase onto price, Norwegian consumers would only

have to pay an additional 0.17 NOK per year. The per capita related additional emissions

131 USD = 8.8 NOK, as of August 28th.
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would be 0.16 kg CO2, with a cost of 0.04 NOK.

6 Concluding Remarks

This paper have studied the effect of wind conditions on fuel cost and consumption in the

Norwegian trawler fleet. There is a strong indication that an increase in mean wind speed, or

the number of days with just above average wind speed, will increase fuel consumption per unit

of harvest, for the average vessel. An additional number of extreme days is surprisingly related

to a reduction in fuel consumption. This is most likely due to a reduced number of days at

sea, combined with an increase in catch per unit of effort, thus there is no related reduction in

harvest. This is interesting as it suggest that the vessels currently have the ability to improve

their catch per unit of effort and fuel efficiency.

The existence of excess capacity is in line with studies that have looked at potential efficiency

improvements in Norwegian fisheries (Steinshamn, 2005, Greaker et al., 2017). However, hetero-

geneity analysis with respect to vessel size suggests that the excess capacity is mainly a feature

with the larger vessels. There is further evidence of heterogeneity in how the different vessel

sizes respond to increased wind speed. While the smaller vessels increase fuel by spending more

days at sea, larger vessels face increase fuel consumption as a result of increased resistance in

the water.

The results concerning extreme weather events are however, somewhat uncertain due to meas-

urement error, and future work should focus on getting more detailed location data for vessels.

This would allow a better match concerning whether or not a vessel has been exposed to ex-

treme weather events. The use of vessel automatic identification system (AIS) would also make

it possible to examine the mechanisms of vessel speed. Unfortunately, it is currently not possible

to perfectly match this vessel AIS data with fuel consumption data.

An increase in fuel consumption generates an increase in GHG emissions and pose a cost to

society. However, the results suggest that increased fuel consumption is more costly for the

fishermen, and the vessels have more to gain by becoming more fuel efficient. The per capita

cost however, is quite small and without policy the fishing industry may end up pushing the

cost onto consumers. Hence, the policy implication of the above result would be to introduce
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policies that will generate a more fuel-efficient trawler fleet. This could either be done at the

vessel level by introducing CO2 taxes, which is currently being discussed in Norwegian fisheries,

or at the fleet level by allowing further restructuring and reduction of the fleet. As indicated

by Asche and Roll (2019) the fuel price elasticity of the Norwegian fishing fleet is relatively

low, and though a CO2 tax may have some effect, restructuring to utilize the existing excess

capacity may be more effective in improving fuel efficiency.

In general, the magnitudes of the effects are quite small. But to the extent that these res-

ults could be generalised to trawlers in other fisheries, an increase in mean wind speed could

generate greater GHG emissions. Moreover, for the larger vessels, greater wind speed affect

fuel consumption through increased resistance in the water. This effect will also be relevant

to the shipping industry. While vessels in the shipping industry could have the availability

to adapt through choice of route and vessel speed, they may face deadlines that will restrict

their options to adapt, and hence fuel consumption in shipping could also be affected. Shipping

between Europe and North- America will be particularly exposed to the extreme weather of

the North Atlantic Ocean.
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Appendix

Wind Speed Bins

Table 16: Wind speed bins, time trend robustness

(1) (2) (3)

VARIABLES ln(fuel/harvest) ln(fuel/harvest) ln(fuel/harvest)

Days wind < 6 m/s 0.000995** 0.000997** 0.000996**

(0.000411) (0.000413) (0.000412)

Days 10 ≤ wind < 14 m/s 0.00381*** 0.00380*** 0.00384***

(0.00113) (0.00114) (0.00113)

Days 14 ≤ wind < 17 m/s 0.000665 0.000654 0.000668

(0.00309) (0.00308) (0.00308)

Days wind ≥ 17 m/s -0.0177* -0.0177* -0.0180*

(0.00980) (0.00980) (0.00983)

Constant 6.553*** 6.553*** 6.548***

(0.0909) (0.0912) (0.0886)

Mean fuel per 0.56 0.56 0.56

kg harvest (l/kg)

Vessel controls x x x

Weather controls x x x

Year FE x x x

Vessel FE x x x

Area dummies x x x

Trend x x

Quadratic trend x

Number of id 222 222 222

Observations 1,559 1,559 1,559

R-squared 0.750 0.750 0.750

Robust standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 17: Vessel size heterogeneity, CPUE

vessel length ≤ 46 m 46 m < vessel length ≤ 60 m vessel length > 60 m

(1) (2) (3)

VARIABLES ln(CPUE) ln(CPUE) ln(CPUE)

Days wind < 6 m/s -0.00219* -0.000183 -0.00257**

(0.00110) (0.000729) (0.000950)

Days 10 ≤ wind < 14 m/s -0.00398 -0.000521 -0.00219

(0.00266) (0.00150) (0.00196)

Days wind ≥ 14 m/s 0.000306 -0.00289 0.0148**

(0.00571) (0.00364) (0.00631)

Constant 8.666*** 9.054*** 9.312***

(0.249) (0.0872) (0.193)

Vessel controls x x x

Weather controls x x x

Year FE x x x

Vessel FE x x x

Area dummies x x x

Quadratic trend x x x

Number of id 78 80 37

Observations 343 577 196

R-squared 0.757 0.774 0.936

Robust standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Mean Wind Speed

Table 18: Mean wind speed, time trend robustness

(1) (2) (3)

VARIABLES ln(fuel/harvest) ln(fuel/harvest) ln(fuel/harvest)

ln(mean wind) 0.272*** 0.270*** 0.278***

(0.0672) (0.0671) (0.0682)

Constant 4.418*** 4.424*** 4.356***

(0.469) (0.468) (0.475)

Mean fuel per 0.56 0.56 0.56

kg harvest (l/kg)

Vessel controls x x x

Weather controls x x x

Year FE x x x

Vessel FE x x x

Area dummies x x x

Trend x x

Quadratic trend x

Number of id 194 194 194

Observations 1,112 1,112 1,112

R-squared 0.831 0.831 0.830

Robust standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 19: Lagged mean wind speed

(1) (2) (3)

VARIABLES ln(fuel/harvest) ln(fuel) ln(harvest)

ln(mean wind) = L, 0.0229 0.0342 0.0203

(0.0426) (0.0419) (0.0234)

Constant 6.052*** 6.797*** 13.76***

(0.361) (1.189) (0.193)

Vessel controls x x x

Weather controls x x x

Year FE x x x

Vessel FE x x x

Area dummies x x x

Quadratic trend x x x

Number of id 159 159 159

Observations 781 781 781

R-squared 0.855 0.779 0.940

Robust standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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